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Tufts junior nominated to Forbes 30 Under 30 list
by Iqra Asghar
Contributing Writer

Sharad Sagar, CEO and founder of the non-profit Dexterity
Global, was nominated for
the Forbes 30 Under 30 list this
fall. Sagar, a junior, founded
Dexterity Global in 2008 with the
goal of democratizing education
and making it accessible for all
children in South Asia.
The mission of Dexterity
Global is to “connect every single
kid with a real time stream of
opportunities, an effective set
of scholastic and co-curricular
platforms, and an efficient support system which would enable
them to achieve their full potential and solve some of the world’s
most challenging problems,”
according to its website.
Many of Sagar’s peers and followers have voiced their support
for him and his project by nominating him for the 30 Under 30 list
and by using the #my30under30
hashtag on Facebook.
“I’ve never met someone more
driven towards achieving their
goals than Sharad, and I greatly respect him for that,” junior
Obaid Farooqui said. “It didn’t
surprise me at all that he was
nominated.”
Before founding the non-profit, Sagar grew up in Bihar, India,
which he described as an impoverished state with a weak school
system. Homeschooled until he
was 12, Sagar said he was disenchanted by the lack of resources
available to students.

“I had imagined what school
would be like, and I was fascinated by the idea of it,” he said. “But
when I finally attended school, I
was disappointed by what I saw.”
Sagar searched for different
opportunities to challenge himself and became involved with
various organizations, such as
the Youth Assembly at the United
Nations. In an effort to maximize
the opportunities of children in
similar situations, he founded his
first non-profit, We Aim High, in
2006 when he was 13 years old.
Sagar said that he and his
team tried to enact change with a
number of different projects, but
they soon realized that bringing
about change demanded action
at more than just the local level.
“Dexterity [Global] was born
out of the frustration of not
being able to create a lasting
impact,” he said. “There came
a time when we realized that in
order to make our cause largescale, we needed to empower
millions of students.”
Sagar explained that in 2007,
he and his team visited 25 government schools in India while
trying to decide on their next
course of action. On their tour,
they found shabby buildings with
tattered books and were inspired
to create an alternative system.
Thus, in 2008, Dexterity Global
was born.
“The idea was to create a global
platform through which children
would have access to a variety
of opportunities,” he said. “We
knew that it would have a global

impact because information isn’t
just given to one person; it can
be accessed by many people in
different places.”
Since its founding, Dexterity
Global has reached over 2.5 million
students and provided them with
educational and extracurricular
activities both online and directly
in their classrooms, Sagar noted.
“We believe that if there is a
grade six student who loves science but doesn’t know about
[the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's] youth
contests, then he is missing
out,” he explained. “Children miss
out because they are not connected enough. We solve this by
creating platforms for each child
that will cater directly to advancing their skill sets and providing
them with relevant information.”
According to Sagar, while
Dexterity Global is very popular now, it was initially difficult
for him and his team to convince
schools and parents that a problem existed.
“People think their job is done
when their kids are in school,” he
said. “But they don’t ask their kids
about how much stage time they
get and if they get any hands-on
or leadership experience.”
After the team was finally
allowed to work with a few schools,
it became apparent that the organization would improve children’s
educational experience, according
to Sagar. By 2012, Dexterity Global
had gained enough traction
to open the Dexterity School of
Public Speaking, Leadership, and

Students Take Back the Night in
Goddard Chapel
by Stephanie Haven

EVAN SAYLES / THE TUFTS DAILY

solidarity with a student who
said she was raped at Columbia
University.
“This is definitely just one
small part of a larger conversation that’s happening on
campus and we’re satisfied
with that,” Panhellenic Council
President Adiel Pollydore, a
senior, said.
In total, eleven people shared
personal accounts of sexual
violence. Some survivors read
their own experience of sexual
assault and other survivors wrote
their stories for other student
volunteers to read. Nearly filling Goddard Chapel, students in
the audience held a moment of
silence following the reading of
the survivors’ stories, to show
their solidarity with those who
have experienced sexual misconduct, according to senior Neena
Kapur, the event organizer.
“No one is alone in the struggle,” Kapur said. “There is no
shame in being a survivor and
there is no shame in taking back
what is rightfully yours.”
Counseling and Mental
Health Services Director of

Neena Kapur addresses the audience about self-care before the survivor
stories commence.

see NIGHT, page 2
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Amid an ongoing reformation of Tufts’ sexual misconduct adjudication process and a
nationwide spotlight on colleges’ handling of sexual assault,
last night’s Take Back the Night
event aimed to provide a safe
space for survivors of sexual
assault at Tufts.

Six
months
ago,
U.S.
Department of Education (ED)
found the Tufts in violation of
Title IX, the federal law that bans
sex discrimination on campus,
including sexual assault. Many
of the same students who rallied last year against Tufts’ decision to “revoke” their signature
from their agreement with the
ED, participated last week in a
nation-wide demonstration in
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Junior Sharad Sagar founded Dexterity Global to widen access to education.
Entrepreneurship. Open to middle
school and high school students,
the school emphasizes hands-on
learning by bringing in TED fellows and other experts to teach
students. Sagar noted that students graduate as well-informed
individuals who are prepared to
pursue their own ventures.
Dexterity Global has received
a number of accolades so far,
including being named one of
the 100 most innovative social
impact ventures by the Rockefeller
Foundation in March 2013. Alumni
of the program have won prestigious competitions, such as the
UNESCO Clubs Youth Multimedia
award. However, Sagar said he still
feels that there is a tremendous
amount of work to be done.
“In 10 years, I hope to have cre-

ated not just a successful organization, but also a movement,” he
explained. “The democratization of
education should become a global
movement in every way possible.”
Senior AbdurRehman Rashid
expressed his support for Sagar
and his work.
“The most inspiring thing
about Sharad is his humility and
his passion for that work,” he
said. “His work brings out the
potential in people who don’t
know that they can achieve at a
higher level.”
Sophomore
Musa
Bukhari agreed, underscoring his
commitment to Sagar’s project.
“I’ve been supporting Sharad’s
cause since long before his 30
see FORBES, page 2

Souvaine reappointed to National
Science Board
Diane Souvaine, vice provost
for research and professor of
computer science, was appointed to a second term this fall
on the National Science Board
(NSB), which will last until 2020.
She was appointed to her first
term in 2008.
According to Souvaine, the
NSB’s principal roles include
formulating policy for the
National Science Foundation
(NSF) and advising the federal government on science
and engineering policy.
The 24 members of the
board of the NSB include
prominent individuals in
many diverse fields of science
and
engineering.
Souvaine explained that
board members serve sixyear terms and are chosen
based on their accomplishments in research, education and public service. As
a returning board member,
Souvaine noted that she is
looking forward to her continued work for the NSB.
“I greatly appreciate this
opportunity to continue serving with such fantastic colleagues to oversee the [NSF]‘s
portfolio in the behavioral,
social, natural, mathematical

and engineering sciences as
well as in its education and
training mission in these fields,
and to conduct timely studies
on related issues of importance
to the country,” Souvaine told
the Daily in an email.
NSB Vice Chairman Kelvin
Droegemeier noted that
Souvaine’s ability to understand a situation from multiple perspectives is particularly valuable in her work for
the NSB. He also expressed
his admiration of Souvaine’s
accomplishments
with
the NSB.
“I am thrilled that Dr.
Souvaine has been appointed to a second term on
the National Science Board,”
Droegemeier told the Daily
in an email. “She is an
extraordinary individual in
both the depth and breadth
of her knowledge, especially
regarding academic research
and the NSF mission, and has
demonstrated superb leadership in chairing several Board
committees.”

—by Daniel Bottino
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An organization founded by junior Abuzar
Royesh Evans was
nominated for the 2014
Nobel Peace Prize.

The Klinghoffer controversy casts new light
on free speech.
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Take Back the Night provides safe
space for sexual assault survivors

NIGHT

continued from page 1

Outreach Marilyn Downs, who leads a
campus survivor support group, spoke
before students shared their stories,
urging those in attendance to seek
out therapy if they had been sexually
assaulted.
“We are not mandated [reporters] in
any way,” she said. “It’s very freeing in
a way.”
Traditionally held on the roof of
Tisch Library, organizers kept Take
Back the Night inside this year after
inclement weather moved the event
into Goddard Chapel last year. When
she first attended Take Back the Night,
Pollydore said she simply “stumbled
upon it” while walking through campus and ended up staying for the
event duration.
The national Take Back the Night
foundation was created in part to
empower women to feel safe from

harm outside after sunset, according to
its website. However, shifting the event
indoors fostered the spirit of the event
in a different way, Pollydore noted.
“There’s also something about it
being in an intentional space for people
and having people who want to be here
just come in and not have it fully be
seen,” she said. “That lack of visibility
can also create a safer environment for
people who are sharing their stories.”
After its founding in the United States
in the 1970s, Take Back the Night has
turned its focus toward campus sexual violence, according to its website.
According to Daily archives, Tufts students have hosted Take Back the Night
on campus for over a decade.
This year, Take Back the Night was
hosted by the Panhellenic Council,
Tufts Health Services, the Women’s
Center, the Boston Area Rape Crisis
Center and the Tufts University Police
Department.
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News

Police Briefs

Fog Fiasco
At 7:48 p.m. on Oct. 25, the
Tufts University Police Department
(TUPD) responded to a fire alarm in Curtis
Hall. Upon arriving, officers discovered that
a student had been filming a movie in the
rear stairwell, and the fog machine he had
been using for special effects had set off
the smoke detector.
Marathoning
There was only one TUPD-reported
intoxication incident during the weekend
of Oct. 25 to 26: During the Thetathon
dance marathon, an intoxicated student
was transported to Lawrence Memorial
Hospital at around 9 p.m.
Roof Climbers
Nine people were reportedly found on
the roof of Metcalf Hall at 1:30 a.m.
on Oct. 26. Everyone was subsequently
removed by TUPD.
Radio Scare
TUPD received a panic button call
from Tisch Library at 5:32 p.m. on Oct. 28.
The button was activated by a student who
found a book on a table on the top floor
of the library with pages cut out, leaving a
square cavity in the book. Inside the cavity,
the student discovered a Timex Clock Radio
with wires coming out of it. Although
the item seemed suspicious, TUPD officers

ascertained that the book was a relic of a
publicity stunt carried out by WMFO radio
a few years ago. The radio station had
acquired their own books, cut out the centers and placed clock radios inside. WMFO
members then placed the books in the Tisch
stacks and set the alarms of the radios so
that they would all go off at the same time
and begin broadcasting the WMFO station,
but the stunt failed and most of the books
were removed. However, WMFO members
could not remember where all the books
had been placed, meaning that some were
never removed from the library. Since the
student did not find the book on a shelf,
TUPD officers explained that someone
must have found the book beforehand
and placed it on the table.
Halloweekend
A total of seven students were transported
to the hospital during Halloween weekend as
a result of alcohol intoxication, while another
student was able to refuse transport. One of
the transported students was underage and
reported to TUPD that she had been drinking
at a party hosted by fraternity Theta Delta
Chi at their house at 123 Packard Ave. TUPD
subsequently dispersed the fraternity house’s
on-going party.
—by Daniel Bottino

Tufts student entrepreneur nominated
to Forbes list

FORBES

continued from page 1
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Students file out of Goddard Chapel after Take Back the Night

Under 30 nomination,” he said. “The way
he has implemented his model is very pragmatic, and it has worked very well so far. If
his model is implemented on a larger scale,
it’s bound to revolutionize the education
system in South Asia.”
The final 30 Under 30 list will be
released in December. Regardless of the
result, the project will move onward,
according to Sagar.

“I’m very happy for my team and the
board and everyone who champions
Dexterity [Global's] vision,” he said. “I
don’t run the organization. Kids who get
an education — they champion it. Schools
that encourage their students to seek out
opportunities, they champion it. Yes, I
am the CEO and founder, and I’m happy
and very thankful. But my task is not to
win awards. The greatest award is making
democratization possible and creating the
movement.”

Tufts Programs
Abroad 2015-16
Upcoming Informational Pizza Parties

Tufts in Tübingen:

Thursday, November 6th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall, Room 745A

Tufts in China:

Wednesday, November 12th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall, Room 745A

Tufts in Ghana:

Thursday, November 13th at 6:00pm
Africana Center (Capen House)

Cosmology for the Curious
Prof. Alexander Vilenkin
PHY 0008

TRF 12:00 – 12:50 pm

Explores recent developments in cosmology. Big
bang and cosmic inflation; dark matter and dark
energy; cosmic strings and extra dimensions;
anthropic reasoning and the multiverse. The
questions to be addressed include: How did the
universe begin? How will it end? Why is it
expanding? Are there parallel worlds? Because of
remarkable recent progress in cosmology, we
now have answers to these questions that we
have some reason to believe.
Prerequisite: No background in physics or math is
assumed beyond elementary high school math.
This course is applicable to the Natural Sciences Distribution Requirement, but not towards any major
or minor in Physics or Astronomy.
Professor Alex Vilenkin is one of the world’s leading figures in theoretical
cosmology, the author of more than 230 papers and an inventor of the theory of
the “multiverse” – that ours is just one of a constantly growing infinity of
universes. He is the author of Many Worlds in One, a popular exposition of
current cosmological ideas, and he has appeared on PBS’s Nova and been
profiled in many popular science magazines.
Student comments:

Tufts in Paris:

Tuesday, November 18th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall, Room 745A

Applications due Feb. 2 (Oxford: Dec. 1)
http://uss.tufts.edu/studyabroad

“totally blew my mind.”
“An awesome experience learning from a brilliant professor … I LOVED it.”
“In one word FASCINATING.”
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Tufts junior co-founds Nobel Peace Prizenominated organization
by Becky Hutchinson

and I] thought about how we could do
something to change this. That’s why
we thought of the Bridges Academy,
Abuzar Royesh, a junior majoring in because we thought education was
International Relations, is a co-founder the only way to lift these kids out of
of the Bridges Academy, an organiza- poverty and to broaden their world
tion which received a nomination for views and to introduce them to all
the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize for work- these people and opportunities outing to promote literacy and education side their camp.
So that was the original phase of
among at-risk groups in Afghanistan.
Royesh, who is from Afghanistan him- our project: We started an education
self, spoke with the Daily about his literacy program for these kids. We
also had lots of other programs for the
involvement with the project.
kids. For example, we took them to
Daily: What is the Bridges Academy meet politicians and influential people within the community. We took
and how did it get started?
Royesh: In 2009, I met this woman them to meet both men and women
who was the chief executive of a non- because we wanted to show them that
profit in Minnesota when I was an even women could do something and
exchange student there, and she was they were capable of doing something
working with some displaced people much more than they had thought. I
back in Afghanistan, in Kabul. In 2010, remember my interactions with these
when I returned back home, we began guys in the beginning and all they
a project with [an internally displaced thought was that women should stay
(IDP) community] near Kabul. We inside houses and that they should not
founded the Bridges Academy, which have access to education, and if they
focuses on literacy for these kids who work outside the home, it’s a shame for
have been deprived of education. The the family and the community. So, we
project started in 2010 and is going on had all these programs to change their
until now, although there have been worldview and toward other people
who live with them.
different phases to the program.
They acquired the basic literacy skills
Can you describe these different after a while, but more important than
that was the education they received to
phases?
Let me provide some context first. open their minds to these other things
These IDP kids are from a southern that happened around them. In order
province in Afghanistan and migrated to to address their fear of the foreignKabul and now they live in a slum area. ers and the hatred they had toward
Most of these kids are the same age as Americans, we organized video conferI am or older — in their late teens and ences with schools in Minnesota and
early 20s — but they have not had any all over the country so these kids from
education or literacy. These kids have the IDP camp could connect with these
gone to religious schools but they can’t American kids.
For the second phase, we started
really read or write, because all they
have been taught to do is recite verses of working with [juvenile rehabilitation
Quran. Also, these kids are very extrem- centers ( JRCs)].They are for youth
ist — because of the culture they were below the age of 18 who have been
brought up in, their surroundings and imprisoned because of theft, because
of killing, because of being captured,
the experiences that they’ve had.
The first time I walked into their because they were about to commit a
refugee camp, I was shocked. I lived suicide bombing mission. They have
30 minutes away from them and had very extremist beliefs. In this next
no idea who these kids were and had phase of the program, which started
not heard of this kind of a community in 2013, we implemented a similar
right outside Kabul. I was from a dif- project that we did [with] the IDP
ferent ethnic group than they were, kids in Kabul. We also hired some of
and when I walked into the camp I those IDP kids that we were working
could feel the hostility. So [my partner with as mentors for these other kids.
We felt that the kids
from the IDPs and the
JRCs came from similar backgrounds and
had a valuable insight
to offer to these other
kids. I came from a
very privileged background, and I could
never tell them to be
like me, to change.
But these kids who
we had been working with in the
camps, they came
from the same exact
background, so we
thought that their
words would have a
lot of impact.
We initially started
working with one JRC
and then spread it
across the country. I
must admit, the impact
of this project has been
enormous, more than
we had even initially
thought. It’s because
these kids now have
been empowered to
believe that they are
able to dream big and
think outside the tiny
box they’re allowed to
think in because of the
Courtesy Abuzar Royesh influence of the fanatiJunior Abuzar Royesh’s literacy and education organization was cal elements within the
community.
nominated for a 2014 Nobel Peace Prize.
Contributing Writer

The Bridges Academy has received
a lot of international recognition. Has
this affected the program at all?
The problem with trying to get funding was that people think that these
luxurious, big flashy projects were the
way to go about [improving conditions
in Afghanistan]. Previously, we had contacted international organizations, but
there wasn’t a lot of focus on our type of
project because everybody was focused
on military operations and everyone
thought of doing big name projects, but
not educating the people who are the
power base for these terrorist groups.
But then, this year we received the Nobel
nomination. There was definitely a
boost. But, to be honest, as I talked with
my partner, we both agreed we are not
looking forward to making this another
flashy, big project in Afghanistan. That’s
why, although the Nobel nomination is
great news for me and for my partner,
we realize that there are a lot of risks.
Before, we had a very low profile while
working with these kids who are a security threat, and we don’t want to receive
too much [exposure], because we might
lose our power bases, which are the
people who come from the ground. At
the same time, we haven’t been open
to receiving all sorts of funding because
usually when donor agencies give you
funds, they want to steer you in a certain
direction. So, with this Nobel nomination, although it showed the potential
for the project, there are also downsides
that we are worried about.
Where do you see the future of the
project going?
It hasn’t been a very easy project,
given how volatile the situation is back
home in Afghanistan. Especially given
the corruption in the Afghan government, and given the fact that all these
different organizations are competing
with each other to gain reputation and
name without really doing anything,
and the environment of inefficiency in
Afghanistan. The project will be very
difficult moving forward. What we are
hoping to do is expand this project to
all the at-risk parts of Afghanistan so
we can create a network of kids who
teach other kids and talk about their
experiences and talk about how they
can relinquish their extremist thinking, their patriarchal thinking. I do see
there is a great potential, because we
have talked to these kids from JRCs,
along with the kids from the IDP camps,
and they are going to come with us
to other juvenile rehabilitation centers in Afghanistan to work. Our goal
is [to] reach as many of those kids as
we can, hopefully to expand to thousands and ten thousands and hundreds of thousands. That’s how we can
combat terrorism and extremism in
Afghanistan.
Do you think there is an opportunity for foreign students to get involved
in this project as it moves forward?
Definitely. The project was co-founded, and most of the work has been done
by my partner, who lives in Minnesota
and is an American. She has another project in conjunction with ours,
where she works with high school kids
and teaches them a curriculum about
Afghan history and culture and connects them to people in Afghanistan
to create ties. So, we could definitely
use a lot of help in the United States
with this project, because it’s a lot safer
and more risk-free. As far as the situation in Afghanistan is concerned, there
is always, obviously, the security risk.
Hopefully, when we expand the program and when we work with the government to ensure that the people who
are working with us will not be at risk,
then I would definitely see there would
be a huge opportunity for other people,
especially from Tufts, to get involved.

Miranda Willson | Ecofeminism for All

Whose
fault is it,
anyway?

T

his past summer, The New York Times
ran a story about Anna, a freshman at
Hobart and William Smith College who
was raped at a party in October 2012. After
reluctantly reporting the case to her school’s
administration, Anna lost many of her friends,
was forced to deal with an insensitive, biased
investigation undertaken by the administration
and ultimately received no justice.
My mom read this article and informed me
of Anna’s horrible ordeal. Though my mom was
highly critical of everyone involved in the case
— the panel of administrators that oversaw it,
the rapists themselves and the other students
who defended the rapists — she concluded that
Anna was “very unlucky,” and that I should be
extremely careful not to let something like this
happen to me.
Around the same time, I spoke with a friend
about the Title IX fiasco at Tufts last spring
and the ensuing campus protest. He said that
while it was unfortunate that so many sexual
assault survivors at Tufts had not received justice, there was little the administration could
do about this. In many cases, he insisted, it’s
impossible to prove that alleged rapists are
guilty. How, he asked, could the school be
“doing better?”
First off, there was clearly much more that
Tufts needed to be doing about sexual assault.
Last April, the Federal Office of Civil Rights
found Tufts in violation Title IX, a federal
law that addresses sexual discrimination, for
inadequately investigating sexual assault
reports, among other grievances. Obviously,
Tufts should’ve actually been fully investigating each report.
Fortunately, Tufts has made important changes this year to its sexual assault policy, hiring a
sexual assault specialist who is hopefully more
sensitive to the issue than the untrained, unprofessional employees to whom victims were previously assigned. But even with improved policies of justice, it will take years for ingrained rape
culture to be eliminated from campuses and
society at large.
Moreover, by saying that there are virtually
no other ways for Tufts to address and prevent
sexual assault, my friend implied that this problem should be left to students — sort of like how
my mom implied that it’s ultimately up to me to
prevent myself from being assaulted. Implicit in
this view is the idea that victims — disproportionately, but not exclusively, women — must
modify their drinking habits, how they dress,
who they spend time with and how they interact
with others verbally and sexually, in order to
“protect themselves.”
Furthermore, this view supported by my
mom and my friend suggests that if someone is
sexually assaulted, then it is because they didn’t
take the necessary precautionary measures to
protect themselves.
Neither my friend nor my mom said that students who have experienced assault “deserved”
it. But they did imply that only potential victims
can stop assault from happening; they did not
emphasize the responsibilities of bystanders,
the university and actual rapists. My mom
has never spoken to my brother about sexual
assault, consent or limiting alcohol consumption to prevent assault from happening. I firmly
believe that my brother would never harm anyone in any way, but the parents and siblings of
Anna’s rapists made this claim about their sons
and brothers, too.
It is therefore unfair and ineffective to treat
sexual assault as something that can be prevented by scaring potential victims rather than by
educating everyone (because anyone, regardless
of gender, can be either a victim or an abuser).
Moreover, saying that potential victims must
modify their behavior to “prevent” sexual assault
(in place of actual education about assault and
its demonstrated consequences) is a form of
victim blaming, and I can’t agree with my mom
or my friend on this point.
Miranda Willson is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major. She can be reached at
miranda.willson@tufts.edu.
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Tisch College Distinguished Speaker Series:

Matt Bai, A90

Political columnist and author of
All the Truth Is Out: The Week Politics Went Tabloid

TODAY!
November 6 | 6pm
Alumnae Lounge

Free and open to the public, buffet dinner will be served

Join Tisch College Board Member Matt Bai, A90,
for dinner and an engaging discussion about his
latest book, All the Truth Is Out: The Week Politics
Went Tabloid.
Bai is currently the national political columnist for
Yahoo News, and previously was the chief political
correspondent for the New York Times Magazine,
where he covered three presidential campaigns.

Co-sponsored by Tisch College and the School of Arts and Sciences’ Communications
and Media Studies Program.

activecitizen.tufts.edu

Weekender
Arts & Living
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The Klinghoffer controversy

Mmxx via Wikimedia

by Nika Korchok
Daily Editorial Board

In an era when expressing disapproval
of anything — from a piece in the New York
Times, to a “Best Dressed at the VMA’s” list to
a friend’s Facebook status — is as swift and as
disconnected as clicking a button and running one’s fingers over a QWERTY keyboard,
it is clear that the modern protest movement
has shifted. The change is most sharply felt
by creatives in the digital age. Artists are
constantly under pressure to do one of two
things: get as many “likes” as possible, or stir
as much of a firestorm in angry comments as
a server can handle. So what does the protest
movement mean for the art world in the 21st
century? Everything.
Over the past several weeks, U.S. audiences have taken command of the distribution of artistic work, with a license that
they may or may not deserve but still wield
unyieldingly. There have been two major
events: First, loaded with controversy and
protest is “The Death of Klinghoffer”(1991),
currently being performed at the New York
City Metropolitan Opera as part of their 2014
to 2015 season. The opera has now buckled under so much pressure that its general
manager, Peter Gelb, pulled the show from
public live streaming and broader accessibility, though the show will still be running on
stage. Second, protesters at the University
of California (UC), Berkeley petitioned
to rescind the invitation of Bill Maher, host of
the HBO news/talkshow “Real Time with Bill
Maher” (2003 – present), as commencement
speaker, after he made controversial remarks
about Islam. The university ultimately stood
by its decision to invite Maher and he incorporated the failed protest into a segment in
his show.
Why should U.S. audiences care about
the debate over these two incidents of con-

Macror via Wikimedia Commons

John Adams, the composer of “Klinghoffer,”
has come under fire as anti-Semetic based
on the opera’s content.

opera, which originally premiered in 1991,
to audiences still reeling from the summer’s
media storm coverage of the ongoing IsraeliPalestinian conflict, was bound to incite
enough buzz to create backlash. The content of “Klinghoffer” has left people upset: Is
the opera anti-Semitic? Anti-Israel? Or just
baldly insensitive? Like opponents of the
original 1991 production, protesters outside
of the Met held (and continue to hold) signs
with statements like “The Met Opera glorifies
terrorism,” screaming at opera-goers who
dared to go inside to see the “Klinghoffer.”
Ironically, many of the protesters themselves
had never seen the production.
Whether or not the
show glorifies terrorism
is up to the viewer to
decide, but that is entirely the point. The viewer
cannot decide unless the
work is viewed. Modern
audiences are inundated with online web
information and a surplus of trailers to judge a
movie’s quality before it
has been released. And
it seems as though the
unlimited access has
changed the American
REUTERS via The Jerusalem Post
audience’s viewpoint to
“The Death of Klinghoffer” tells the story of a real murder, the a “judge first, consume
result of a terrorist attack from 1985.
later” mentality when it
comes to modern art. But
troversial art and expression? Because this how can we use art to create a narrative
debate indicates a shift from openness to discourse if audiences are not willing to
over-censorship. It represents people’s abuse hear the conversation? If American art has
of power of the internet’s freedom to give become a platform for monologues and
opinions on people and segments that we a forbidden space for dialogue, and what
does this mean for important conversations
have yet to view.
“The Death of Klinghoffer” is an opera on contemporary issues such as the Israeliwritten by American composer John Adams, Palestinian conflict, which shows no signs of
with libretto by Alice Goodman. It follows slowing down?
Frank Lehman, a noted music theorist and
the true life events of the 1985 hijacking
of a cruise ship — the Achille Lauro — in Assistant Professor of Music at Tufts, weighed
the Mediterranean by a Palestinian ter- in on these questions.
“‘Klinghoffer’ has always been contrororist group. Leon Klinghoffer, an elderly,
wheelchair-bound American Jewish man versial, even among academics. After Sept.
is ultimately killed by the terrorists as they 11, the [Boston Symphony Orchestra] canuse him to send a message to the world celled a scheduled performance of its chomedia about their beliefs. The show alter- ruses. The preeminent musicologist Richard
nates between arias from the Palestinians Taruskin editorialized in favor of this move
and the captive Americans, contrasting texts in a prominent forum, and this created
entitled “Chorus of Exiled Palestinians” and quite a stir,” Lehman told the Daily in an
“Chorus of Exiled Jews.” Re-introducing the email. “My sense of the scholarly pulse now

is that we’re still working through its problems, but few are interested in rejecting the
work outright. And fewer still are in favor of
self-censorship, or believe the more incendiary mis-characterizations that are going
around. Mostly, the sentiment is: judge it by
first actually attending it.”
But the scholarly set are not generally the
people who are out in the streets condemning the show and its audiences.
“There is an uncomfortable irony here,”
Lehman continued. “The fact that some are
reflexively willing to condemn ‘Klinghoffer’
for suspected offensive content while more
venerable works with more demonstrably
troubling politics and ideology routinely
make it onto the Met’s slate — consider the
insidious, historically damaging content of
Wagner’s music dramas, for example. Well,
that shows that the controversy may be about
more than ‘Klinghoffer’ on its own terms.”
Rabbi Jeffrey Summit, Neubauer executive
director of Tufts Hillel and research professor in the Department of Music at Tufts, has
not seen the opera but does remember the
actual events on which the opera is based,
and recalled that the experience of seeing the
events of the hijacking unfold on the news
was “very emotional” in the community.
“The question is not do you tell the story
but do you glorify the terrorists?” Summit

port and against his viewpoints — poured into
the Daily’s Opinions section, as well as other
campus publications. Speakers at Tufts from
previous commencement addresses include
Michael Bloomberg (2007), Deval Patrick
(2009), Bill Cosby (2000) and Claude M. Steele
(2013). A university cannot possibly represent
itself and its views entirely with one speaker,
so it invites guests who offer a variety of opinions. And when those viewpoints are drastically in conflict with those held by Tufts’, or
any of the university’s students, the dialogue
it encourages has a far greater impact than a
neutral representative of middle-of-the-road
policies.
FIRE (The Foundation for Individual Rights
in Education), a free speech group aimed
at university campuses and their students’
rights, stated in an article to the Wall Street
Journal that there have been 95 protests since
2009 to un-invite a variety of commencement
speakers from coming to their formerly welcoming universities. In his Nov. 1 show, Maher
pointed out that this year marks the 50th anniversary of Berkeley’s Free Speech Movement.
“I guess they don’t teach irony in college
anymore,” he said.
While the Free Speech Movement marked
a shift from passive acceptance of mass
media to a challenge to regain control over
on-air content, it seems as though the origi-

and how it is changing the
meaning of free speech in
the digital age

said. “Art should be able to tell the story and go nal aims of the protests may be out of reach.
deeper into human motives … art shouldn’t As stated in an article on The Calisphere,
UC Berkeley’s website, “The Free Speech
be censored for exploring a story like this.”
Summit added, however, that the way in Movement began in 1964, when students at
which the story is told will have a lasting the University of California, Berkeley protestimpact on those who experienced the events. ed a ban on on-campus political activities.
The opera itself is not supported by the The protest was led by several students, who
real Klinghoffer’s two adult daughters, who also demanded their right to free speech and
wrote a commentary that originally ran academic freedom.”
But while students of the 1960s were proin The Jewish Telegraphic Agency, and is
now included in the actual program of the testing Vietnam, people today are protestopera. But there is a marked point that the ing entertainers making provocative (albeit
Klinghoffers are exercising the same freedom potentially offensive) comments on their own
of expression, the same right to create a dia- programs, and productions that they have not
viewed. Everything is offensive, everyone is
logue, as the opera is doing onstage.
Bill Maher uses this same freedom of offended, but no one is actually talking.
How can students protest while still
expression to defend his remarks about
Islam — for which he received heavy criti- staying engaged and open? How can artcism — made on a Sept. 26 show with guests ists create without fear of over-censorship?
including Ben Affleck and Sam Harris. His Rabbi Summit feels the answer is to push
debate with Affleck got heated and became boundaries without being offensive.
“[We must] be able to tell people’s narnews fodder for the rest of the following week.
The debate intensified when two UC Berkeley ratives, and to really tell narratives from
students collected more than 5,000 signatures the inside and convey narratives from the
to try to get Maher’s commencement speaker inside,” he said.
The key, of course, is that everyone must
invitation revoked on the grounds that the
Muslim Student Association would not sup- be willing to listen.
port having a “bigot”
speak at campus.
If the point of inviting a multitude of commencement
speakers
with drastically different
viewpoints to speak over
the years is an effort to
spark student conversation, censoring those
speakers undoubtedly
defeats the purpose. Tufts
University hosted famed
U.S. Supreme Court
Associate Justice Antonin
Richard Lobell via The Jewish Press
Scalia in September 2013
and an avalanche of opin- Protesters continue to oppose the production, prompting quesion editorials — in sup- tions of free speech and artistic liberties.
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Artsy Nugget

T-Pain (auto)tunes out critics
by Timothy Charouk
Daily Editorial Board

It begins with an advisory: “This
video contains explicit language.” At
first, it seems like T-Pain on NPR’s Tiny
Desk should be funny. It sounds like a
blast. Then he appears, and it’s not the
T-Pain fans are used to — the one who
wrote a song about falling deeply in
love with an exotic dancer “I’m N Luv
(Wit A Stripper)” (2005), or released an
app so you could sound just like him.
This is soulful T-Pain. This is T-Pain in
pain. He sits anxiously on a stool, nervously readjusts his snapback every few
seconds, laughs uncertainly and says
things like, “this is weird as hell for me,”
and,“didn’t think you guys were gonna
be here.” After quickly introducing Toro,
his comically large pianist, he begins.
Warning: Nothing will prepare you
for this, not even the hundred posts on
your newsfeed about it, proclaiming
“nothing could have prepared you for
this.” Not even the comments under
the video, “DOPE S--T BRO REAL RAP
U SHOULD DROP A ALBUM JUST
LIKE THIS WORD UP I WOULD BUY
10 COPIES.” Because T-Pain, despite
being the unofficial king of Auto-Tune,
proclaimed by many critics to be the
master of pitch correction and all things
wrong with modern pop music, can
actually sing.
For those dedicated fans of the musician, or those now claiming they’ve
been fans all along, this video serves
up a bit of poetic justice. T-Pain made
a name for himself in the mid 2000s
with his distinct style, catchy pop songs
and flashy personality. He was mostly
known for his distinct use of a pitch correcting device called Auto-Tune, made
popular by Cher in 1999. He released hit
after hit, and consistently appeared on
the billboard charts, working alongside
mega-popular artists such as Kanye

Eva Rinaldi via Flickr Creative Commons

Rapper T-Pain shocked fans and critics alike with his stunning vocals during his NPR Tiny Desk concert.
West and R. Kelly. T-Pain was living the
“Good Life” (2007).
Towards the end of the decade however, his popularity began to fade. The
critics began to shout louder than T-Pain
could sing about drinking. Popular artists began to lash out against this socalled fake music; Jay-Z, in particular,
released “D.O.A. (Death of Auto-Tune)”

in 2009, a slight towards those artists
guilty of using it. The mockery reached
a pinnacle when parodies of his song,
“I’m On a Boat” (2009), were nominated
for Grammys while his own music was
overlooked.
It therefore came as a shock when
T-Pain recently appeared on NPR’s Tiny
Desk, a video concert series focused on

intimate acoustic performances. T-Pain,
an unusual guest for the show, dazzled
everyone in attendance, most of whom
may have been present ironically, with
soulful renditions of his own music. At
the performance, he showed a maturity
never before seen from the musician,
giving a new layer to the moniker, and
the artist,“T-Pain.”

Artsy Jumbo

Ben Averill loves and lives music
by Drew Robertson
Daily Editorial Board

Sophomore Ben Averill started playing trumpet in the fifth grade and
hasn’t stopped since. A music minor
with experience in Jazz Orchestra and
Wind Ensemble, and a member of Tufts’
homegrown band, Shark Saddle, Averill
has made music a central focus of his
time at Tufts. On top of all of that he
hopes to declare a minor in Musical
Engineering, a subject which dovetails
with his career interests.
At this point there’s no denying that
Averill has a passion for music — in
fact, he can recall the exact moment
when he knew he was committed.

“In high school I went on a [service
trip] to New Orleans.” he said. “Seeing
the music culture there really opened my
eyes … a lot of great history is intertwined
with music.” On the same trip, he saw a
performance from the Preservation Hall
Jazz Band and was inspired. The group
members’ talent and drive made Averill
want to continue his pursuit of music.
For now, that means pouring himself
into his work as a trumpet player and
occasional vocalist with Shark Saddle, a
group which he described as “rock and
funk influenced.”
“So far we’ve only had on-campus
gigs, but we’ve started to get a couple
that are off-campus … I wasn’t expecting that,” Averill said. What else has

surprised him? The visibility that comes
with being in Shark Saddle.
“It’s cool seeing people actually listen
to our music,” he said. “I’ll meet someone new, and it’ll come up in conversation that I’m in the band and they go
‘oh, that’s so cool!’ Just them knowing
about the band is really interesting.”
When asked about his biggest musical influences today, Averill chuckled.
“How many am I allowed to say?
There are so many,” he said, before
listing Snarky Puppy, Fleet Foxes and,
most especially, Sufjan Stevens as
some of his favorite artists.

What’s up this weekend
Looking to make your weekend artsy?
Check out these events!

Tufts/NEC Dual Degree Concert

Come hear students in the Tufts/NEC dual
degree program perform classical, jazz and
original compositions. (Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Distler Performance Hall. Admission is free.)

Jayme Stome’s Lomax Project

Join the quintet of Jayme Stone, Eli West,
Margaret Glaspy, Brittany Haas and Joe
Phillips as they explore the musical legacy of
Alan Lomax, a folklorist and field recording
pioneer, and his contributions to the assemblage of American folk music. The group will
explore musical genres including Appalachian
ballads and Bahamian sea chants, and feature compositions by well-known and independent artists. Events and workshops will
occur throughout the week as part of the
project. Visit the Jayme Stome website for
more information. (Tonight at 8 p.m. in
Distler Performance Hall. Tickets are free with
a Tufts ID; limit two per person. Tickets are
$10 for general admission.)

Tisch Speaker Series presents
Matt Bai
Courtesy Ana-Maria Murphy-Teixidor

Averill is excited for Shark Saddles upcoming gigs off-campus, a big step for the band.

“It’s just crazy how [Stevens combines] orchestrating things in a classical manner and bringing them into a
popular style,” he said, “I’m constantly
astounded when listening to his music.”
Obviously, there is no scarcity of inspiration for Averill, who continues to be as
immersed in the world of music as ever.
As for Shark Saddle, the group recently played the SAC Halloween Party in
Remis Sculpture Court. And while the
band has done many covers in the past,
Averill hinted that they are currently
developing some original music for fans
to enjoy in the coming weeks.

Join Tufts A’90 alumnus Matt Bai as he

discusses his latest book, “All the Truth
Is Out: The Week Politics Went Tabloid”
(2014). Bai previously worked as the New
York Times Magazine’s chief political correspondent and covered three presidential campaigns for the publication. He is
currently the national political columnist
for Yahoo News. (Tonight at 6 p.m. in
Alumnae Lounge. Admission is free.)

Ricky Jay — A Personal Look at
P.T. Barnum
Ricky Jay, the world-famous sleightof-hand artist known for his work in
the entertainment world, will join Tufts
Fletcher Professor of Drama and Oratory
Laurence Senelick for a conversation on
P.T. Barnum and on Jay’s work in the entertainment industry. Jay’s accomplishments
include noted work as an actor, author,
historian and consultant. Jay also leads
consulting company Deceptive Practices,
which describes its work as the delivery of
“Arcane Knowledge on a Need-to-Know
Basis.” (Tonight at 5 p.m. in Barnum Hall
104. Admission is free.)

—by Nika Korchok
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Top Ten

Top Ten reasons why J.K. Rowling needs to stop writing about 'Harry
Potter' immediately
This past Halloween, J.K. Rowling —
the author of the beloved “Harry Potter”
series — released six short stories about
the “Harry Potter” universe, adding more
detail to her titular character’s fantasy
world. Released through the Pottermore
website, Rowling added yet another
batch of irrelevant and trite facts to the
seemingly ever growing “Harry Potter”
universe. We at the Daily Arts department
are watching with skeptical eyes. J.K.
Rowling is starting to look an awful like
George Lucas, if you know what we
mean. Is there a Jar-Jar Binks on the horizon? We can only cross our fingers and
pray to Dumbledore’s ghost that we will
be spared. But, in the meantime, we’ve
compiled a list for Rowling so that she
might not ruin one of the best (Chudley)
cannons of all time.

8. Harry lost all his cool powers: Homeboy can’t talk to snakes

in walls anymore so he’s pretty much
worthless.

7. The magical world is just
turning into the normal world: No

one cares about the characters when
they aren’t actively doing magic. Wow,
Umbridge is still the worst possible person ever. Good to know.

6. There’s no more cool drama:

Not even cool stuff about our favorite
characters. We haven’t heard about Luna
or Neville in forever — but at least now
we know that Thestrals are native to
Western Europe, so …

5. All our heroes had kids and
are lame now: They just drive that

10. No one can stomach another
weird relationship: Harry and Ginny?

stupid flying car around and lecture their
kids about not eating too many chocolate
frogs or whatever. No one cares about old
people with children — that’s why all of
our parents are so sad.

9. Pottermore is stupid: “Wait,
you’re telling me that I can log onto a website that doesn’t quite work and muddle
through page after slowly loading page to
read 500 new words about a series that
ended seven years ago?!? Sign me up!”

4. They don’t live at Hogwarts
anymore: It’s probably true that the only

Ron and Hermione? Good god, Rowling.
We all know that it should have been
Hagrid and Harry in the end.

reason we liked this series to begin with
is that Hogwarts is a dream location with
amazingly cool things like hidden rooms
and passages. Now they just live in normal

houses where the dishes wash themselves.
Still cool, but decidedly less so.

3. There’s actually nothing more
to say: Like, you can’t make a living off

of adding ten more details every few
years to your famous series. What if the
“Twilight” lady was like, “P.S. Fun fact,
the vampires in my books loved drinking blood!”? Yeah, we just compared
“Twilight” to “Harry Potter” — that’s
how mad we are.

2. We’ve all grown out of it:

This information would have rocked our
worlds six years ago, but it’s hard to
find kids who grew up with the series
who actually care about these half-baked
realizations anymore. Your weird Florida
cousins are probably loving it — they’ll be
sure to put out extra sugar water for the
garden fairies tonight in celebration.

1. VOLDEMORT IS DEAD: Okay,
but actually, when Voldemort dies just
end everything. Nothing matters after
he’s dead. Everything is boring and dumb
like normal life. J.K. — you’re ruining
everything.

—by Veronica Little

Concert Review

Speedy Ortiz gives enjoyable, energetic
concert
by Anjali Nair

Contributing Writer

Of the many ’90s-influenced, noiserock bands to enter the local music
scene, Speedy Ortiz has perhaps
garnered the most praise in recent
months. With two fuzzed-out guitars,
thunderous drum beats and caustic
lyrics courtesy of frontwoman and
self-described “third grade poet”
Sadie Dupuis, the band has become
Pitchfork’s favorite obsession and
receives similar adoration from fans.
The band’s mainstream success
began with the release of “Major
Arcana” (2013), which featured the
grungy “Tiger Tank” and the endearing misfit anthem, “No Below,” the
closest thing Speedy has to a ballad. This album was followed by “Real
Hair” (2014), a short EP, which stayed
true to Dupuis’ distinctly unusual
songwriting with catchy melodies that
hovered over a backdrop of haphazard
guitars and metallic bass lines.
Returning to their home state
amidst their busy touring season,
the members of Speedy delivered,
live at the Great Scott in Allson last
Thursday, the same energy present in their recordings. It is worth
noting that the band’s two openers
— Pile, whose members are fellow
Bostonians, and the all girl powertrio Ex Hex from D.C. — gave strong
performances themselves, amping
up the crowd before the headlining
act. Pile’s dynamic sound and visual
nonchalance was clearly on par with
Speedy. Singer/guitarist Rick Maguire
was understated in appearance, but
vocally powerful, while drummer Kris
Kuss was an absolute monster behind
the kit. And though Ex Hex was musically cliche, with repetitive punk rock
ditties that blended into one another,
bassist Betsy Wright stole everyone’s
hearts with her fun stage performance,
frequently kicking the air in her black
Chuck Taylors. Singer/guitarist Mary
Timony was not terribly impressive on
the guitar, masking unoriginal solos
with a slew of effects, but she too
managed to give the audience a good
time with her chipper personality and
coy chemistry with Wright.
By the time Speedy took the stage,
it was nearing midnight, but eardrums
were still intact. As soon as Dupuis
rang out her first chord, however, it

was evident that this would not be
the case for long. Her guitar tone was
equally dirty and Fender-warm in the
best way possible — but absolutely
blaring. Throughout the set, it was
nearly impossible to hear the second
guitarist, Devin McKnight, play his
complementary lines. Nonetheless,
the show was worth the hearing loss.
The opening song, “Taylor Swift”
(2012) was a blatantly heavy number with
little nuance — the perfect transition
from Ex Hex’s reverb-drenched set into
the noisy, thick sound of Speedy’s. The
charm of a small dive bar atmosphere
did a lot for the show, too; large venues
are too impersonal to create any sort of
legitimate connection between the band
and the audience. The intimate setting
of the Great Scott let Speedy joke around
and address audience members directly.
“Who are you tonight?” someone asked
Dupuis, who donned a pink wig. She was
evidently dressed as Nicki Minaj, and
proceeded to show off her hip hop knowledge by rapping between songs. These
moments made the show memorable,
even beyond the music.
This is not to discredit the magical
musical moments during the set, however, as there were plenty. One of the

highlights, “Plough” (2013), was mindblowing to watch and hear. From the
discordant intro to the rhythmically
decadent ending, Dupuis’ characteristically messy guitar playing and drummer Mike Falcone’s hard-hitting prowess carried the song to realms unparalleled by the song’s studio version.
“Silver Spring” (2012) was another outstanding song in Speedy’s set.
Dupuis’ vocals shone through the
softer beginning section and gained
more power during the hauntingly
catchy chorus: “Hack up my face
/ You’ll never drag me out alive /
Stuck between a rock and another
rock that’s bigger.” Her first guitar
solo in this song is one of her more
melodic, allowing her warm, driving
tone to stand out in the mix. Though
her heavier, sloppier playing is great
as well, these melodic moments add
dimension to the band’s sound. They
set Speedy apart from bands who
merely recycle the ’90s sound instead
of offering a fresh perspective.
For those who can handle constant
ringing in their ears for the following
few days, Speedy Ortiz will be returning to the Great Scott for a three-day
holiday residency on Dec. 5, 12 and 17.

CSI:
Somerville

D

ear SWUG,
I had a very spooky Halloween
weekend. On top of receiving text
messages of various anagrams of
my name from a mysterious number, an
intruder in a blonde wig with a French
accent broke into my house on Saturday
night and woke up my housemate asking if
I was home. I’m so freaked out, and I don’t
know if the two incidents are related. What
should I do?
Spooked in Somerville,
Lemony Arrogance
Dear Lemony Arrogance,
It sounds like we have a real life mystery on
our hands. Print out all pieces of evidence,
head shots of any suspects and grab some
string — we’re tackling this “Homeland”
(2011 – present) style! Turn your house into a
mini detective’s office, and invite your favorite problem solvers and frequent viewers of
“NCIS” (2003 – present) and “CSI” (2000 –
present) over. Remember those Scholastic
book catalogs from elementary school and
the awesome spy equipment on the last
pages? This is the perfect reason to travel
back in time and beg your mom to let you
get the Super Secret Spy Kit! While you’re
there, grab all of your old “The Adventures
of Mary-Kate and Ashley” books and VHS
tapes, as you may need to use them for reference. Think back to anyone you may have
pranked or refused to hook up with in the
past year. Did anyone give you a weird look
recently? Did you accidentally cut someone
in line for Sunday Sundae? I think the real
mystery here is: Is it Sunday Sundae or
Sundae Sunday? Go get a sundae. It sounds
like you need it.
If this freak continues to text you, or if
anyone strange enters your house, contact
the authorities. Let’s just hope they’re not in
on it, too. Conspiracy theories for dayzzz.
We’ll solve any crime by dinner time!
SWUG
Dear SWUG,
I am worried that I am growing up too fast
and am not having the SWUGiest senior
year possible. Four-letter acronyms were
once the guiding principles in my life
(YOLO, DGAF, TD4W), but now between job
applications and my godawful hangovers, I
feel like I hardly ever go out anymore. How
can I start injecting a little SWUG attitude
into my life?
Sincerely,
Prematurely Post-Grad
Dear Prematurely Post-Grad,
Gone are the days of YOLO, and here are
the days of “Sorry, I can’t go out … I have to
prepare for an interview.” Don’t get discouraged, there are new 4-letter acronyms that
are the guiding principles in your life now,
and most of them don’t lead to debilitating
hangovers. The next time you stay in to work
on a job application, BYOW (bring your own
wine) and race against yourself: What will
you finish first, the wine or the app?
Say you accidentally make your way into
a fraternity party and notice an abundance
of people you don’t know. Use the acronym FALN (freshman alert, leave now) to
warn your fellow SWUGs of the infestation.
Don’t fret though, the night is far from over
because TIAH (there is always Helens). You
can always BYOW to help you find an ENSC
(easy natural science credit) before suffering through your 3 p.m. registration one
last time.
If all of this is overwhelming to you,
you can always NATP (nap away the pressure), or send out an SOS APPT?! (Are
people pubbing tonight!?) message to your
GroupMe. Remember to always ask WTBS?
(will there be snacks?) before you leave the
house, and CWUT (can we Uber there?)
before you wear heels out in public. SWUG
life is all about making your own fun and
your own acronyms.
WIFO (Wow I feel old),
SWUG
P.S. For the hangovers, invest in some
milk thistle or PartySmart pills. Worth the
few dollars at Whole Foods.

Ethan M. Long via Flickr Creative Commons

Speedy Ortiz returns to Boston to perform a series of concerts at Great Scott.

Nikki Blank is a senior majoring in
English. She can be reached at Nicole.
Blank@tufts.edu.
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Election results have been tabulated
and although there are still some congressional races that have not yet been
officially called, it is clear that the political tide has changed as Republicans have
made huge gains in both the House and
Senate. The gender composition of the
U.S. Congress has also changed, as more
than 100 women are serving for the first
time in history.
Unfortunately, this historic moment
has been met with significant disengagement by many Americans, and most
importantly, millenials. According to the
Center for Information and Research
on Civic Learning and Engagement
(CIRCLE), youth voter turnout was a
disappointing 21.3 percent. The election results reflected this missing electorate, a group that has recently been
more supportive of Democratic candidates. National exit poll data reveals that
in House races, 18- to 29-year-olds preferred Democrats by a 13-point margin,

55 to 42 percent. In the Georgia Senate
race, Republican David Perdue was victorious, despite Democratic candidate
Michelle Nunn receiving the men’s vote by
20 points. The race, however, could have
been much closer had youth voters participated in larger numbers. The low turnout
among youth should not come as a shock,
however, as it is comparable to the last five
midterm elections, where it has remained
between 20 and 24 percent.
Elections, whether they are midterms
or involve a Presidential election, have
immense importance and can either put
our country on the right track or limit its
progress for the following two years. If
anything, this week’s elections demonstrated that every vote counts, with small
margins of victories in many districts.
Engagement should not be limited to
election season, however, and participation in politics is important throughout the year. Candidates make mighty
promises on the campaign trail and we

— the students — need to hold these
individuals accountable. Regardless of
whether or not you agree with the political positions of the winning candidate,
it is important to continue to engage in
the political discourse both locally and
nationally. Even if you and your new
representative do not identify with the
same political party, you should avoid
dismissing their actions without careful
thought — there can be times where you
may agree. Addressing the issues you
care about is important, even when an
election is not in the immediate future.
Now that voting is over, you may
be asking what to do next. Call your
Congressmember and ask them what
they are doing about crippling student
loans. Write your representatives and
voice your opinions as a constituent.
Collect signatures for petitions and volunteer on a campaign for an issue that
you care about. This historic moment
calls for historic involvement.
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Off the Hill | University of Mississippi

by Rachael Granger
The Daily Mississippian

A recent study by mobileinsurance.com
has revealed that the average human spends
3.9 years on his or her phone.
If you’re lucky, it takes four years to get
an undergraduate degree. The Civil War
lasted four years. Four years ago, Lebron
left the Cavaliers. A lot can happen in
four years.
Unfortunately, we choose to spend this
time pressing buttons and communicating with people who probably won’t be in
our lives for four years. We sit at the table
for dinner, and we are unable to have a
conversation without the constant presence of our telephones.
Every instant of our life must be tweeted, instagrammed or snapchatted, all
because we need to feel connected with
all 2,000 of our followers — yet we feel no
need to invest as much time updating the
individuals sitting across the table from
us. Our life is defined by the number of
likes, comments and retweets we get,

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

3.9 years
and God forbid someone unfollows or
unfriends us.
If we walk into a room and know no
one, immediately we pretend to be having a deep conversation on our phones.
The comfort that we are supposed to find
in humans is now satisfied through our
smartphone.
It’s ironic, isn’t it? The technological
changes made to advance the human
race has only hindered its ability to
communicate with one another. Our
social media sites are not very “social,”
because when we do have the opportunity to socialize and interact with one
another in person, we choose to be on
social media instead.
The same person whose pictures you
were liking last night is the same person
you shared an awkward “pretend to be on
the phone elevator moment” with 30 seconds ago. Those 30 seconds just added to
the 3.9 years.
I missed the winning touchdown of the
Alabama game because I was too busy trying to Instagram myself. Why? Obviously,

because if you didn’t take a picture, you
weren’t there.
We miss so many moments because
we are too busy trying to capture and
share the moments digitally. I wonder
how many potential relationships or
friendships walk by us, but we never
notice because we never look up.
Better yet, how many relationships have we destroyed because of
our inability to disconnect from social
media? You know we have to check his
or her Snapchat best friend, and if it isn’t
us? Snip Snip. Cut him or her off.
We probably spend more time in the
“following” section on Instagram, than we
do viewing people’s actual posts. Because
if he likes one more of her pictures, then
I’m going off — and then, after you text
him and go off on him, you’ve probably
just added two hours to that 3.9 years.
Two hours wasted on someone who
isn’t going to last 3.9 years in your life. Two
hours that could have been used attacking your dreams. Two non-redeemable
hours that were used staring at a screen.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 2 p.m. and
should be handed into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com.
All letters must be word processed and include the writer’s name and
telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must be verified.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy
is subject to the approval of the Editorin-Chief, Executive Board and Executive
Business Director. A publication schedule
and rate card are available upon request.
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Sterile terms hide violent norms: locating
Tufts’ complicity in Israeli violence

by Leah Muskin-Pierret

Murder, in any democracy’s foreign
policy, is hardly ever sold as murder.
Instead, it is neatly repackaged, advertised as necessary defense to loyal
constituents. On Nov. 10, the Fletcher
School and Tufts Hillel will host one of
the primary architects of this summer’s
massacres in Gaza. Even before these
massacres began, they had been neatly
repackaged, the violence masked with
the label of necessity.
Tufts Hillel describes Lt. Col. Dr. Eran
Shamir-Borer as the “Israeli Defense
Forces’ (IDF) legal advisor for Operation
Protective Edge.” This latest assault
on Gaza killed 2,127 Palestinians by
the IDF’s count and was third in what
has become a nearly biannual series of
massacres. To put this in human terms,
children six-or-older in Gaza have survived three major Israeli assaults in
their short lifespans. But Shamir-Borer
is not here to talk in any terms as honest as murder, massacre or assault. He
is coming to address “the challenges
facing Western democracies in the face
of asymmetrical warfare.” Language is
a powerful legitimizing weapon, and
already there are five suspicious terms
to unpack: Israeli Defense Forces,
Operation Protective Edge, asymmetrical warfare, democracies and of course
body counts, which speak a language
purposely devoid of the true cost of war.
These euphemisms of the IsraeliPalestinian “conflict” were designed to
make violent domination digestible to
those whose political leaders, tax dollars and indifference uphold it. We in the
United States are a primary audience.
The United States donates one quarter of
its foreign aid budget to Israel, and more
importantly, provides crucial military
equipment and the often lone diplomatic
backing for an Israeli government that
finds itself increasingly isolated in the
international moral landscape.
As Tufts students, we are participants in the continuing violence in
Gaza. From paying sales tax to allowing authorizers of mass murder to be
invited to our campus, we need to
think critically through the fog of rhetoric that grants Israel and the United
States impunity for their crimes. The
dominant and legitimizing narrative
we are fed blames thousand-year-old
Palestinian villages for standing in the
way of Israel’s “peaceful” settler colonial project. Ostensibly, Palestinian
suicide homes crash themselves into
peaceful Israeli bulldozers. Ostensibly,
Gazans brought their deaths upon
themselves at the hands of the peaceseeking IDF. In dominant discourse,
Israeli violence is disappeared.
The constant presumption of
Palestinian fault and Israeli victimization is reinforced by U.S. politicians: This summer while Israeli forces relentlessly pummeled the imprisoned population of Gaza, our lawmakers produced dozens upon dozens
of statements and bills speaking of
Israel’s “right to self-defense,” Hamas’
“human shields” and “unprovoked
rocket attacks from the Hamas terrorist organization.” Congress authorized an additional $225 million of aid
for Israel’s Iron Dome in early August,
and after its passage, House Speaker
John Boehner reiterated the apparently still unchallenged logic that “Israel
is our friend and Israel’s enemies are
our enemies.” U.S. politics, too, work
to disappear Israeli violence.
To unveil this violence, it is necessary to unpack Shamir-Borer and
Tufts Hillel’s euphemisms. The entire
conception of the Israeli military
is designed to distort the inherent
offensive nature of a settler-colonial
state, because after all it’s the Israeli
“Defense” Forces. The cry of “selfdefense” emanates regularly from the
U.S. Congress and the Israeli Knesset,
despite that from 2000 to 2013 the

WALT LAWS-MACDONALD |
SHOW ME THE MONEY

Philosopheconomics

“
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Michael Oren, former Israeli Ambassador to the U.S., spoke at Tufts in 2012.
cycle of killing was reignited by Israeli
forces 79 percent of the time, in contrast to the eight percent of cases
in which Palestinians killed Israelis
first, according to Israeli human rights
organization B’Tselem’s count.
Operation Protective Edge bears the
same deceptive “defensive” branding.
The notion of “asymmetrical warfare,”
to use Shamir-Borer’s speech description, are inverted to justify offensive
violence. As Max Blumenthal concluded as part of his investigative report on
the “disinformation campaign” waged
by authorities, “the Israeli government,
intelligence services and army engaged
in a cover-up to provide themselves
with the political space they required
for a military campaign.” IDF propaganda this past summer whipped up a
frenzy over the fear that Hamas rockets
threaten the majority of Israel’s population. The propaganda conveniently
omitted that “compared to what the
Israelis are using, the Palestinians are
firing bottle rockets,” in the words of “a
counter-intelligence veteran of the U.S.
CIA who spent his career monitoring
Israeli and Palestinian military capabilities.” And yet, in July, Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu described the
threat of “these projectiles of death” as
comparable only to the threat to“Britain
during World War II.” This is not to
defend Hamas’ bloodthirsty, condemnable rocket fire, but to contextualize
it within a larger power dynamic. State
terror has radicalized some among a
strategically impoverished and constantly besieged population. Locked
away within the open air prison that is
Gaza, Hamas’ violence does more harm
to its fellow prisoners than its jailers.
Shamir-Borer and his allies also
attempt to claim the military moral
high ground by labeling Israel and the
United States as threatened “democracies.” But Israel’s claim to democratic status is weak, and the country’s democratic failings are tied to
the oppression that breeds Hamas’
radicalism. For a state that claims to
be both Jewish and democratic, the
former adjective has eclipsed the latter, systemically privileging Jews over
Arabs and White (Ashkenazi) Jews
over others. The illegal 47-year military occupation of the West Bank and
the seven-year military blockade of
Gaza are the cornerstones of unequal
power. But structural discrimination functions in myriad other ways
including over 50 discriminatory laws,
separate and unequal legal standards,
a segregated road system, housing
segregation and most recently, bus
segregation. As Israeli political geographer Oren Yiftachel argues, Israel
can better be understood as an “ethnocracy,” meaning a regime promot-

ing “the expansion of the dominant
group in contested territory … while
maintaining a democratic facade.”
It is crucial to interrogate one final
framing of the violence: the language
of body counts. The Israeli state’s settler-colonial project victimizes people at
many levels. Four-hundred ninety-five
Palestinian children fell victim to Israeli
bombs. Six Israeli civilians fell victim to
Hamas rockets. Several hundred Hamas
militants died fighting, an act they probably saw as the only viable Palestinian
resistance. Sixty-six Israeli soldiers, mostly young men conscripted into a settler
colonial fighting force, died fighting. But
numbers do not begin to capture the
agony of destroyed homes, of children
returning to gutted schools, of families
who disappeared in a heartbeat, of relatives’ hearts sinking from unanswered
phone calls, of the agony of a people
who were slated for liquidation long ago
and whose every living moment is an act
of resistance. Suheir Hammad described
the pain of her fellow Palestinians as
“grief upon grief astronomical.”
My own experiences do not allow me
to comprehend this agony, but I can insist
that our community take seriously our
complicity in the violence that remains
legible. We must be vigilant of euphemisms
around Palestine, and around every other
political issue, because their confounding power veils most of the violence we
uphold. The euphemisms of U.S. political discourse were designed to assimilate
increasing inequality into our supposed
modern meritocracy. The euphemisms
of Tufts were designed to mask violence
close to home. On our campus, rape and
sexual assault are neatly packaged as “sexual misconduct,” racist remarks become
“bias incidents” and sometimes lessthan-thoughtful community engagement
is congratulated as “active citizenship.”
Rejecting euphemisms means holding
ourselves accountable to all the violence
hiding behind everyday discourse.
Shamir-Borer does not deserve a
platform. He deserves a trial. One
way you can reverse your complicity
is by challenging his presence. Tufts
Students for Justice in Palestine is calling on University President Anthony
Monaco to cancel Shamir-Borer’s
speaking engagement so that apologists for Israeli war crimes are not
honored on our campus. To stand with
our values of refusing euphemisms
and unmasking violence, please sign
on to our letter to President Monaco.
Leah Muskin-Pierret is a junior majoring
in American studies and international
relations. She is an advocate with Tufts
Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) and
can be reached at Leah.Muskin_Pierret@
tufts.edu.

I am a philosophical nomad disguised in Western clothing, a wondering drifter, masquerading in a
suit near a California beach. Sand
forms the foundation of my being, and its
porosity is at once my greatest strength
and deepest wound.”
Who said it? I’ll give you three guesses, and
we’ll do it Dora the Explorer Style … No, not
Caligula … Not Kanye either! … Ahh, so close,
but it’s not Jordan Belfort.
That quote, wrapped in all its insane, street
corner philosopher glory, is the start of Bill
Gross’s November Investment Outlook.
Bill Gross is a big deal. Gross founded the
Pacific Investment Management Company
(PIMCO) in 1971, and quickly turned the small
$12 million firm into a bond investing giant.
PIMCO’s Total Return Fund — Gross’s baby
— has returned nearly eight percent annually since its inception, while Gross himself is
worth an estimated $2.3 billion.
So why does he sounds like such a crazy
person? Well, it’s because he is a bit crazy.
While still at PIMCO, Gross referred to himself as “Secretariat” — the undefeated race
horse — and preferred that employees not talk
or make eye contact with him on the trading
floor. Facing criticism for his cold demeanor,
Gross later led a conga line through the trading floor, “to let employees know it’s OK to
scream and shout and let it all out.”
Still, Gross’s antics do not receive the
same kind of coverage and respect that his
investment outlooks do.
While economics is usually presented as
a decidedly quantitative field, philosophy
still has its place. George Soros, another
investment fund giant, has authored several texts and given countless lectures on the
role of society in finance and economics.
But why do investors listen to people like
Gross and Soros?
Say you have $1,000 to invest. The universe of possible investments is broad and
deep, like the sands of time — or something
like that. Investors have millions of places
they can put their money. They can pick one
stock to invest in and hope that the company does well. They can buy a commodity
like gold and hope that the demand for that
commodity rises. They can buy a foreign
currency and hope that the exchange rate
improves.
These decisions are important and timeconsuming, and making the wrong one can
lead to huge losses.
So, many investors choose to put their
money into a fund. The fund then groups
that investor’s money with the money of several other investors, and invests that pool of
money as it sees fit.
Though your $1,000 may have gone towards
a poor investment, the fund as a whole might
return 25 percent, so you now have $1,250.
Funds can also invest in an index as a
whole, and simply match the returns of that
index. Maybe your $1,000 can’t purchase a
share of every company in the S&P 500, but a
fund can.
People listen to fund managers like Bill Gross and George Soros
because their funds tend to do very
well. Common sense would say that
they probably have a better sense of
how the market will perform, and they
deserve your trust. They could speak
in tongues and people would probably
say, “Hmm, you know I never thought
of it that way!”
Now here’s the kicker: Passively managed funds — which simply track an index
— match or even outperform the average
returns of actively managed funds nearly
75 percent of the time. People like Gross
and Soros are certainly outliers, but fund
managers regularly get their asses handed
to them by index funds.
Perhaps philosophy does have a place
in economics, and perhaps the musings
of a Bill Gross will enlighten us in ways we
couldn’t possibly imagine. But he should
cool it with the nomad stuff.
Walt is a senior majoring in quantitative
economics. He can be reached at Walt.
Laws_MacDonald@tufts.edu.

OP-ED POLICY The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Crossword

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

SUDOKU

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Actor who spoke
the line, “I’d show
him who was
king of the
forest!”
5 Sharing word
11 Newborn
nurturer
14 Northern
terminus of I-79
15 Frank quality
16 Andean tuber
17 Scoop a major
news magazine?
19 Install, as tiles
20 It often gets
blown off
21 Subscriber’s gift
22 WWII
battleground
23 Cyberchats,
briefly
25 Running wild
27 Sheriff of
Nottingham’s
plan?
32 Bag-screening
org.
33 Dent, say
34 “The Magnificent
Ambersons”
director
37 Pioneering
computer
40 Pony up
42 Wool source
43 Purse
counterpart
45 __ bath
47 Gusto
48 Hearst Castle?
52 Anxious place to
be
54 Watering hole
55 Wind quintet
member
56 Ignoring, with “to”
59 Greek restaurant
offerings
63 Title for Sean
Connery
64 Banner
advertising
overstocked
shelves?
66 President pro __
67 Release payment
68 Corrida critter
69 Intractable beast
70 Sacks out
71 Fume
DOWN
1 Not as expensive

Thursday, November 6, 2014

Comics | Sports

Level: Resisting talking about 2016.

By Gail Grabowski

2 In __: stuck
3 Bring in
4 Get to work
again
5 Window units,
briefly
6 Over
7 Fascinated by
8 Text __
9 “You can’t be
serious”
10 Lyrical “before”
11 Eruption output
12 City west of
Daytona Beach
13 City boss
18 A few rounds,
e.g.
22 Moonshine
source
24 Dim __
26 Son of Adam
27 Mushroom part
28 Annapolis inst.
29 Reasons to pull
out the tarp
30 Rest of the
afternoon?
31 Emmy category
35 Give off
36 54-Across
reorder, with “the”
38 Take unfair
advantage of, as
a privilege

11/6/14

Wednesday’s
Solution
Wednesday’s Puzzle
Solved

©2014 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

39 Attention to
detail
41 Actor Brynner
44 Slow and steady
46 Cotillion
honoree
49 Everlasting, to
the bard
50 Yields to gravity
51 Hush-hush
hookups
52 Shade-loving
plant

11/6/14

53 Village Voice
awards
57 Sanctuary
section
58 Probably not a
really good show
60 Laugh-a-minute
type
61 Big brute
62 Put one over on
64 Many AARP
members: Abbr.
65 Hesitant sounds

Wednesday’s Solution

Late Night at the Daily

Andrew: “I have to please Fred
before I can please you.”

Please recycle this Daily.

Editors’ Challenge | Week 10

Hey football fans! The Sports Editors are back with Week 10 of Editors’ Challenge. We’re
all feeling a little jittery this week since we’ve been surviving on the bags and bags of
Halloween candy left in the office. It’s pretty gross, but it’s created some healthy debate over
what kinds of candy are better than others. I’ll let you know who won the debate when I get
back from the dentist.
Alex “Baby Ruth” Connors, with a 94-40 record, is the greatest of all time. You might as
well start calling him Babe Ruth and hold a special vote to immediatley induct him into the
Hall of Fame.
Jake “Fireball” Indursky only likes the candy because it tastes like his favorite drink. He’s
secretly dipping his Fireballs in Fireball Whisky and getting wasted while editing. He’s living the
sportswriter’s dream.
Sam “Smarties” Gold has been popping the flavored sugar tablets all week, hoping to gain
some intelligence. But even if he gets smart this week, which is still very unlikely, there aren’t
enough games left in the season for him to catch up. Through 10 weeks, his last place record
of 54-80 is insurmountable.
Chris “Mike” Warren and Steven “Ike” Hefter are teaming up to try to catch the Baby Ruth bar
ahead of them. The greatness of Baby Ruth is the only thing standing between these guys and
the top of the standings. Mike & Ike undoubtedly make a formidable duo, but its going to take a
miracle for them to catch such a great candy as the Baby Ruth.

Alex “Dots” Schroeder has eaten so many dots this week that he looks like one now. You can
see him waddling over to the gym for the next few weeks.
Jorge “KitKat” Monroy-Palacio is having a solid season, currently holding a 84-50 record.
It’s nothing special, but it’s solid. No one could complain about it. It’s still not the best, but
it’s perfectly fine.
Maclyn “M&M’s” Senear makes more magical morsels melt in his mouth than misfit moronic
candy like Mounds and Milky Way.
Alison “Gummy Worms” Kuah loves to relive her favorite childhood activity of eating worms in
the playground during recess. She doesn’t care how gross it is, she liked it and she doesn’t want to
hear anymore about it. Just let her eat her gummy worms in peace.
Wil “Reese’s” Glavin is truly an elite candy eater/sports editor. He’s a cool, good-looking guy on
the outside and a weird, goofy guy on the inside. But the combination works, and the result is one
of the best candies around.
Tyler “Skittles” Maher knows what he’s doing when it comes to picking both candy and NFL
games. Most people head straight for the favorites, but Skittles knows when to pick an underdog.
And on Halloween, everyone goes directly for the chocolate, but Tyler knows that there are other,
better, frutier options.
Nick “Almond Joy” Pfosi joins us this week eating lots of candy and offering us his expert
guest picks.

OVERALL
LAST WEEK

Alex C
94-80
10-3

Chris
91-43
11-2

Steven
88-46
12-1

Maclyn
85-49
11-2

Tyler
84-50
9-4

Alison
84-50
9-4

Jorge
84-50
12-1

Wil
84-50
10-3

Alex S
80-54
10-3

Jake
79-55
11-2

Sam
54-80
3-10

GUEST
Nick
Pfosi

CLE at CIN
KC at BUF
MIA at DET
DAL at JAX
SF at NO
TEN at BAL
PIT at NYJ
ATL at TB
DEN at OAK
STL at ARI
NYG at SEA
CHI at GB
CAR at PHI

CIN
KC
DET
DAL
SF
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CIN
KC
DET
DAL
NO
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CIN
KC
MIA
DAL
NO
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CIN
KC
DET
DAL
SF
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CIN
KC
DET
DAL
NO
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CIN
KC
DET
DAL
SF
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
CAR

CIN
KC
DET
DAL
NO
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CIN
KC
MIA
DAL
NO
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CIN
KC
DET
DAL
NO
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CIN
KC
DET
DAL
NO
BAL
PIT
ATL
DEN
ARI
SEA
GB
PHI

CLE
BUF
MIA
JAX
SF
TEN
NYJ
TB
OAK
STL
NYG
CHI
CAR

CIN
BUF
MIA
JAX
SF
BAL
NYJ
TB
OAK
ARI
SEA
CHI
CAR
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Wanted

$$SPERM DONORS WANTED$$
Earn up to $1,500/month for less
than 5 hours’ time.
Help families through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $20 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Steven Hefter | The Association

To tank
or not to
tank

T

Courtesy of Ken Legler

Junior Kate Shaner and sophomore Julia Fuller sail through a storm during practice on Oct. 22

Jumbos qualify for Atlantic Coast Championship

SAILING

continued from BACK

ity as a team to adapt to and deal with
the intense conditions on Sunday better than most of the other teams there,”
Swain said.
In the B division, Tufts finished with
a total score of 85, which was good
for ninth in the division. Even though
the sailors in the B division finished
with a higher score than those in the A
division, the five Jumbo sailors in the
B division won two of their 10 races –
the eighth and 10th. The skippers in

the B division were senior tri-captain
Dan Nickerson and sophomore Scott
Barbano, and the crew responsibilities
were split between senior Jaime Maffeo,
junior Caroline Atwood and sophomore
Alex Tong.
Tufts’ total team score added up to 132,
which placed it just behind regatta winner
Boston College and runner-up Yale for
third place.
“A take-away from this regatta for us
is that we know we are a formidable
team for heavy air racing conditions,”
Swain said.

Finally, the first year Jumbos sailed in
the Nickerson Trophy, which was held at
Tufts. Tufts finished with an A division
score of 87 and a B division score of 47,
placing them second in the B division.
The Jumbos’ total score amounted to 134,
which was good for seventh place out of
18 teams at the regatta.
The co-ed team continues its fall
season this weekend at the Hap Moore
Trophy at Coast Guard, while the women’s team’s next regatta is the Atlantic
Coast Championships, held at MIT on
Nov. 15 – 16.

Southampton overachieves on its way to second place
in the standings

INSIDE THE BPL

continued from BACK

The rest of the top half is made up of
the usual suspects. Perennially fourthplaced Arsenal keeps dropping points,
with five draws on the season. Liverpool
and Tottenham Hotspur are both struggling from the same problem: failure to
replace a star. Liverpool sold Uruguayan
biter Luis Suárez to Barcelona, while
Spurs lost Gareth Bale to Real Madrid
last summer. Both sides bought several
players (Liverpool bought three from
Southampton), but the changes in personnel have resulted in two substantially
weaker squads. Liverpool’s attack, spearheaded by the mercurial Mario Balotelli,
is struggling to keep up with a still-leaky

defense. Spurs continue to be inconsistent and will not match last season’s 6th.
Everton, across town from Liverpool, has
the third-worst defense in England.
But perhaps the most interesting team
in the Premier League is Manchester
United. The Red Devils, England’s most
successful club, finished seventh last
year under one-and-done manager
David Moyes. New coach Louis van Gaal,
The Netherlands’ coach at the World
Cup, spent millions on flashy attackers,
namely Radamel Falcao of Monaco and
Ángel Di María of Real Madrid. United
is arguably the most exciting team in
the Premier League, but it remains frail
defensively. Van Gaal invested in just one
centerback, Marcos Rojo, who has looked

unconvincing. United added weapons
when defense was a much more pressing
necessity. After this weekend’s defeat to
City, United sits 10th, its worst start to a
league campaign in decades. Van Gaal,
however, is notorious for starting slow, as
demonstrated in his time with Barcelona
and Bayern Munich.
At the other end of the table, there are
half-a-dozen teams fighting to avoid the
bottom three and relegation to England’s
second division. If the beginning of the
Premier League has told us anything, it is
that this season is going to go down to the
wire. The most interesting race may not
even be for the title, for there are seven
clubs fighting for the top four and a ticket
to the lucrative Champions League.

Rookies look to use their skills to make an impact
INSIDE THE NBA
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Anthony leading the charge and netting
25 points. The Cavs’ squad bounced
right back in their second game against
the Bulls, however, when the big three
led the team to its first victory of the
season.
Another big story this past week
was Kemba Walker’s opening night
performance against the Milwaukee
Bucks. Walker hit a 21-foot jump shot
with five seconds left in the overtime
to lift the Hornets to victory, one that
erased a 24-point third quarter deficit, marking the largest comeback in
Charlotte’s history.
Newcomers in the league always
receive hype, and this season there

are many new faces fans should focus
on. Andrew Wiggins, this year’s number one pick, possesses surreal athleticism, though he has been inconsistent
in his first couple of bouts as a pro.
Jabari Parker, who was drafted second,
is a natural perimeter scorer who can
put up points on a daily basis. A few
more of the extremely talented rookies
include Joel Embiid of the Philadelphia
76ers, Elfrid Payton and Aaron Gordon
of the Orlando Magic, Nik Stauskas of
the Sacramento Kings and Zach LaVine
of the Minnesota Timberwolves.
On the other side of the spectrum,
a few players nearing the end of their
careers hope to solidify their spots in
NBA history by moving up the leaderboards for a few important stats. This

year, Kobe Bryant is looking to surpass Michael Jordan to take third on
the NBA all-time-scoring list. Both
Tim Duncan and Kevin Garnett are
trying to improve their standings
as 10th and 11th on the all-timerebound list. Stephen Curry of the
Golden State Warriors is continuing
his unreal shooting performance from
three-point land, already having netted more than 900 three-pointers.
Though the season has only just
kicked off, fans of the NBA already
have a lot of storylines to work with.
While the usual stars are making headlines early on, it will be interesting to
see which teams and players emerge
as conference leaders as the season
progresses.

he concept of tanking is as
entrenched as ever in the culture of
the NBA today. The idea of “being
bad to become good” is a strategy
that some teams have employed, most
recently the Sixers of today and the 20112012 Charlotte Bobcats. The organizations both built teams to deliberately lose
in order to reap the benefits of a higher
chance of getting the number one pick
in the NBA Draft, who, as we have seen,
can turn into a franchise player. But the
league has recently been discussing possible reform of its current draft policy, and
rightfully so. There have been too many
instances where teams have disrupted the
competitive balance that the NBA tries to
uphold. That being said, I don’t blame NBA
teams for using the rules and the percentages to their advantage. The league has
indeed encouraged this behavior.
The current lottery system goes like this:
The team with the worst record in the
regular season has a 25 percent chance of
earning the number one pick. The percentages then decrease with each subsequent
team, from 19.9 percent for the team with
the second-worst record to 15.6 percent
for the team with the third-worst record.
Additionally, for the five teams that qualify
for the lottery with the best records, the
chances of jumping to the number one
pick are each 1.1 percent or less.
The NBA has created two main proposals to reform the NBA Draft system. One of
these is the “wheel idea,” which was proposed last year. According to Grantland, the
wheel idea eliminates the lottery and creates a 30-year rotation in which every team
picks in a specific slot each year based on
an algorithm. In this model, teams would
know which area of the draft they would
pick in each year, and thus there would be
no incentive to tank to potentially gain a
high draft pick. Would it promote the competitive balance of the league? Maybe, but
there are definitely holes in this model. One
of them, as Zach Lowe explains, is what
happens to a team who drafts busts with
its top picks and then is stuck with definite
mid/low picks for the next few years. He
coins this the “no hope” argument and he
has a point. Fans and the organization will
have nothing to look forward to in terms
of rookie talent, which only further widens
the chasm between the top and bottom
of the league. This is just one of the many
arguments against the wheel idea.
This summer, the NBA decided to construct a new proposal and dismissed the
wheel idea. The new proposal, according
to Zach Lowe of Grantland, gives the four
worst teams, in terms of regular season
record, the same chance of picking first
in the draft, which is approximately 11
percent. The lottery team with the best
record will have a two percent chance of
jumping to the number one pick, which
is an increase from the current odds. The
main goal of the new proposal is to have
similar percentages for teams close to each
other in the standings. Therefore, there will
be less of an incentive to have the worst
record if the bottom cluster of teams has
essentially the same chance of earning the
coveted number one pick.
These discussions are in their early stages, but I think that they are warranted.
There needs to be a way to ensure that
every team tries to maximize its potential
year after year. Having anything else is
undermining the concept of competitive
balance, the identity the NBA wishes it had.

Steven Hefter is a junior majoring in
economics. He can be reached at Steven.
Hefter@tufts.edu. He is also a Sports Editor
for the Tufts Daily.
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Chelsea leads the Barclays Premier League
by Aren Torikian
Contributing Writer

The Barclays Premier League is just past
the one-quarter mark in the season, and
it would have been difficult to foresee the
teams that have emerged as contenders,
or the ones that have struggled.
Chelsea leads Southampton by four
points, and is six points ahead of title
holders Manchester City. Chelsea looks
likely to stay atop the table. Whether it
involves scoring six goals, as it did against
Everton, or shutting teams down defensively as it has done many times this season, Chelsea is built not only to win, but
also not to lose. Its back four, anchored by
captain John Terry, is not just the best in
England, but perhaps the best in the world.
The Blues also have one of the world’s elite
goalkeepers, Thibaut Courtois, as the
United States discovered against Belgium
at the World Cup. Chelsea probably would
have won the league last season if it had
a proper goal scorer, and manager Jose
Mourinho solved this problem with the
acquisition of Diego Costa for this season.
Chelsea is the favorite to take back
the title, with Manchester City offering
the best chance at spoiling the party.
City does not appear to have clicked
into full gear yet, and will do well to try
to pace Chelsea over the course of the
season.

The league title may be decided by
the fitness of the two clubs’ star strikers. Manchester City’s Sergio Agüero and
Chelsea’s Diego Costa top the scoring
charts with 10 and nine goals, respectively. Both, however, have injury concerns.
Agüero played in just 23 of 38 games
last season, while Costa has been battling
a hamstring issue on and off since this
spring.
Southampton, meanwhile, is defying
all odds not just by being in 2nd place
right now, but by not being in the bottom three, which are the dreaded relegation spots. This summer, Premier League
teams gutted Southampton, which was
coming off of an over-achieving 8th place
finish. Out went Mauricio Pochettino, the
manager, along with no less than five
starters, including captain Adam Lallana.
Southampton replaced Pochettino with
Dutch coach Ronald Koeman, a legend
for the Dutch National Team. Koeman
brought with him the Dutch system of
technical and tactical soccer.
Southampton realized that buying from
the Premier League at inflated prices was
impossible for a club of its size. Instead,
Koeman went back to the Netherlands
to sign Graziano Pellè, a towering Italian
who already has six goals, and Serb Dušan
Tadi, who has six assists. The Saints have
conceded just five goals all year, anchored
by English goalkeeper Fraser Forster who
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Manchester City striker Sergio Aguero is the key to his team’s success this season.
was transferred from Scotland’s Celtic. All
in all, Southampton made a profit of over
$50,000,000 this summer, while becoming
everybody’s second favorite team.
West Ham and Swansea, at fifth and
sixth in the standings, have also bought

well and are overachieving. All three of
these clubs will find it hard to stay in the
top-six, but Southampton in particular
shows no signs of giving up.
see INSIDE THE BPL, page 11

SAILING

Jumbos perform well in three weekend regattas
by Steven Hefter
Daily Editorial Board

The Tufts women’s and co-ed sailing
teams were in action over the weekend,
competing in a total of three regattas and
earning mixed results. The women’s team
sailed in the Victorian Coffee Urn regatta, hosted by Dartmouth, while the co-ed
team participated in the 74th annual Erwin
Schell Trophy, hosted by the University of
Vermont, and the Nickerson Trophy, which
represented the New England Freshmen
Championships and was hosted by Tufts.
The women’s team sailed in FJ dinghies
at the Victorian Coffee Urn regatta and
earned an eighth place finish out of 18
teams. This result qualified Tufts for the
Atlantic Coast Championship.

“[The best moment of the weekend was]
definitely when we qualified for Atlantic
Coast Champs,” senior tri-captain Emily
Lynn said.
There were two divisions, each consisting of ten races. Tufts totaled scores
of 88 for the A division and 100 for
the B division for a total team score
of 188. Boston College won the regatta in convincing fashion with a total
team score of 89. In the A division,
three sailors represented the Jumbos.
Sophomore MaryClaire Kiernan was
the skipper for each of the ten races,
while senior Caitlin Durand and junior
Amanda Sommi shared the crew position. Durand raced in the first through
fourth races and Sommi raced for the
fifth through 10th races. Tufts finished in

seventh place in the A division, with the
highlight coming in the ninth race, when
the Jumbos finished in second place.
In the B division, the Jumbos finished in
11th place. Senior Kate Levinson skippered
for the first through eighth races, and junior
Kate Shaner took over the skipper responsibilities for the ninth and 10th races. Lynn
and sophomore Julia Fuller shared the crew
position, with Lynn on the boat for the first
through fourth races and Fuller crewing for
the fifth through 10th races.
“MaryClaire [Kiernan] had a consistently good regatta and even though Kate
[Shaner] only sailed two races, her second
place finish in the last race was what we
needed to qualify,” Lynn said.
To complement the women’s team over
the weekend, the co-ed team posted a

great result at the 74th Annual Erwin Schell
Trophy. The Jumbos came in third place
out of 18 teams, led by a strong performance in the A division.
Senior Alec Ruiz-Ramon was the skipper
for all 10 A division races, while seniors Sam
Madden and Duncan Swain shared the crew
duties. Madden crewed for races one through
six and Swain took over for the seventh
through 10th races. The three seniors compiled a score of 47, which placed them just
three points behind A division winner Boston
College. Tufts finished in second place in the
first and 10th races, and also posted a topfive finish in seven out of the 10 races.
“I think that one of the biggest factors
for success at the regatta was our abilsee SAILING, page 11
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Kobe and LeBron once again are the NBA's most
intriguing stars
by Sun Ho Lee

Contributing Staff Writer

The most awaited games in the first
week of the NBA season unsurprisingly
included two of the most influential
players of our era: Kobe Bryant and
LeBron James. Many fans were excited
to have Kobe Bryant, the future Hall-ofFamer, back with the Los Angeles Lakers
after an entire season on the sidelines
while recovering from a left knee injury.
A look at Bryant’s stats from the first two
games against the Houston Rockets and
the Phoenix Suns reveal that there is no
slowing down for the Black Mamba.
Bryant was quick to make an immediate impact on the offensive end, scoring 19 and 39 points in the two games,
respectively. His scoring ability and
offensive patterns didn’t seem rusty
after being away for a year. However,
the Lakers ended up losing both games
despite Kobe’s efforts. The main reason
for this is their extremely weak roster.
With Nick Young and Steve Nash both
out with injuries, the Lakers have had
to rely solely on Kobe to score from the
guard position. The highly touted rookie Julius Randle from the University of

Kentucky severely injured his leg while
playing against the Rockets, an injury
that could cost him the season. Jeremy
Lin is simply not playing smart basketball with the Lakers. Carlos Boozer,
who was picked up by the Lakers in
the offseason, isn’t showing the same
energy he had with the Chicago Bulls.
Simply put, the Lakers don’t have a
second scorer who can support Kobe.
The Lakers need to make some serious
adjustments if they want to go to the
playoffs this year.
LeBron James coming back to the
Cleveland Cavaliers, his hometown team,
headlined the NBA news this offseason.
The best player in the league now has
all-stars Kevin Love and Kyrie Irving in
his corner. The Cavs, however, looked a
bit shaky in their season opener against
the New York Knicks. LeBron had a nightmare game with eight turnovers, and the
Cavs’ big three just couldn’t play well
together. The Cavs’ offense came from
the players’ personal talent and not from
collective efforts. Cleveland ended up
losing to New York by five, with Carmelo
see INSIDE THE NBA, page 11
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Kobe Bryant is currently fourth all-time in career points scored in NBA history.

